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Abstract and Keywords

Aristotle begins the Nicomachean Ethics by asking what the final good for human beings 
is. He identifies this final good with happiness, and in the rest of Book I, asks what 
happiness is. In I 7, Aristotle reaches an “outline” of an answer, claiming that the human 
good (that is, happiness) is activity of the soul in accordance with the best and most 
perfect (or complete) virtue in a perfect life. But he does not say what the best and most 
perfect virtue is. Towards the end of the last book of the Ethics, Aristotle seems to answer 
this question by arguing that the best and most perfect virtue is theoretical wisdom 
(sophia), exercised in theoretical study or contemplation (theôria) of universal and 
necessary truths about the universe. He believes that self-sufficiency follows from finality. 
This article considers Aristotle's conception of happiness, its relation to other goods, 
happiness as fulfillment of the human function, a monist conception of happiness, 
complete life, the counting condition, rational life, and moral virtue.

Keywords: Aristotle, happiness, Nicomachean Ethics, self-sufficiency, goods, human function, moral virtue, 
counting condition, rational life, complete life

1. A debate about happiness
ARISTOTLE begins the Nicomachean Ethics  by asking what the final good for human beings 
is. He identifies this final good with happiness, and in the rest of Book I he asks what 
happiness is.  In I 7 he reaches an ‘outline’ of an answer, claiming that the human good, 
i.e., happiness, is activity of the soul in accordance with the best and most perfect (or 
complete) virtue in a perfect life. But he does not say what the best and most perfect 
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virtue is. Towards the end of the last book of the Ethics, he seems to answer this question 
by arguing that the best and most perfect virtue is theoretical wisdom (sophia) exercised 
in theoretical study or contemplation (theôria) of universal and necessary truths about 
the universe.

Readers have found this answer unsatisfactory, for two main reasons:

1. This purely intellectualist conception of the human good seems too narrow. If we 
identify the human good, as Aristotle does, with the realization of human nature and 
the human soul, his conception of the good seems to omit many aspects of human 
nature that we might take to be important. We seem to be more than purely 
intellectual beings; we have non-rational aspects that seem to have some claim, 
according to Aristotle's appeal to nature, to satisfaction and fulfilment. Moreover, 
even if we think of ourselves as rational beings, Aristotle seems to leave out too 
much; for we are rational agents, not simply pure theorists.

2. The intellectualist view seems inconsistent with the rest of the Ethics, for 
Books II-IX give an account of the virtues of character and intellect, and of their 
interaction in the virtue of prudence (phronêsis). Aristotle discusses the virtues of 
human beings as rational agents who also have non-rational desires connected to 
their bodily nature. The virtues of character harmonize the rational with the non-
rational aspects of human nature.  Aristotle takes these conditions to be elements of 
the human good. Hence he should not hold a purely intellectualist view that 
identifies the human good exclusively with theoretical activity. He should hold a 
pluralist view that recognizes the virtues of character among the elements of the 
human good.

The second of these objections to a purely intellectualist conception of happiness is the 
more important for the interpreter of the Ethics. If we could defend the first objection but 
could not find any support for it in Aristotle, we would simply dissent from Aristotle's 
conception of happiness. Our dissent might be correct, but it would not necessarily help 
us to understand Aristotle better. But if the second objection is correct, it shows us that 
Aristotle agrees with the ethical views that conflict with a purely intellectualist 
conception. In that case, it is worth our while to reconsider whether he holds this 
conception.

This dispute about the interpretation of the Ethics has been pursued at some length in 
modern discussions.  The debate has now advanced far enough to make some of the main 
arguments on each side fairly familiar, but it has not produced a consensus. I will try to 
set out some of the reasons that make each interpretation plausible. I cannot reasonably 
aim at completeness (or perfection), and I am certainly not aiming at originality.

This may appear to be a rather narrow exegetical dispute that is both well worn and of 
limited interest. It might seem more reasonable to discuss some aspects of Aristotle's 
conception of the good that we might be inclined to take seriously, instead of discussing 
an intellectualist doctrine that we are disposed to reject. But this appearance is 
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misleading; if we pursue these exegetical questions about happiness, we will find that 
they lead us into some basic questions about Aristotle's ethical doctrine. I will point out 
these questions as we come to them.

In Sections 4–10 I set out the case for an intellectualist conception by examining some of 
the main points in Books I and X. In these sections I try to do the best I can for the 
intellectualist conception, and I do not pause to criticize this case. In Sections 12–17 I 
discuss some aspects of Book I that do not seem to me to fit the intellectualist conception, 
and I put forward a more plausible account of Book I. In Sections 19–20 I consider how 
well this account fits Book X.

2. A consistent account?
Should we look for an interpretation that gives Aristotle a consistent position? If we read 
a modern book on the human good that seemed to offer blatantly inconsistent 
answers to the basic questions it raised, but did not point out the inconsistency, we would 
wonder whether we had understood the author, or else we might suppose it was a rather 
defective book. But ought we to be surprised by a sharp conflict within the Ethics?

The debate about the nature of happiness is not the only prolonged and recalcitrant 
dispute about the interpretation of Aristotle. Another long-standing dispute concerns his 
doctrine of substance in the Metaphysics. Disputed points here involve (1) the claim of 
particulars and universals to be substances, and (2) the claim of material and non-
material beings to be substances. The second dispute raises some of the questions about 
human and divine reality that also arise in the Ethics.

Why are these disputes about the interpretation of Aristotle so difficult to settle? Some 
possible answers are: (1) We are too dense to grasp Aristotle's plain meaning. (2) Our 
philosophical biases and presuppositions make it difficult for us to grasp Aristotle's 
position. (3) Aristotle expresses himself obscurely. (4) Aristotle is inconsistent, so that 
each interpretation fits some of what he says. (5) His remarks are too vague to settle the 
question. (As the modern euphemism puts it, his text ‘under-deteremines’ our 
interpretations.) (6) Aristotle finds himself attracted to both of the positions that cause 
the disputes among interpreters.

A case could be made for each explanation of the dispute about happiness (and the list 
does not exhaust the possibilities). The sixth especially deserves consideration. Aristotle 
begins the Ethics by saying that he will not examine all the beliefs about the good, but 
only those that seem to be especially current, or that seem to have some argument in 
their favour (1095a28–30). If two conflicting views are current or defensible enough to 
deserve examination, we should not be surprised if Aristotle seems to make a good case 
for them. If he believes it is a good case, we should not be surprised if we find it difficult 
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to decide which view he accepts. It does not follow that he has no definite belief, or that 
we cannot discover it. If we think we have discovered it, we should not be put off by the 
fact that he makes a strong case on the other side.

Why might Aristotle not declare his choice between the two positions that he defends? 
Most of the evidence for a pluralist account comes from Book I, and most of the evidence 
for a monist account comes from Book X. If we had Book I without Book X, many readers 
would hesitate to ascribe monism to Aristotle, and if we had Book X without Book I, many 
would find it difficult to ascribe pluralism to him. Might Aristotle have come to the last 
book of the EN without a vivid memory of what he said in the first book, and might that be 
why the two accounts of happiness conflict?

We do not know how the EN came into being, or how long the process took. Some signs of 
non-consecutive and possibly interrupted composition are these: (1) Probably Books V-VII 
were originally meant to be EE IV-VI. We do not know whether, or how much, they were 
revised for the EN (if the EN is the later treatise). (2) The two books on friendship (VIII-
IX) may appear to be disproportionately long for the EN; perhaps they were originally an 
independent essay. (3) The discussion of pleasure in EN X does not fit perfectly into the 
present EN. It follows a discussion of pleasure in EN VII (= EE VI), but does not mention 
it.

In the light of this evidence might we not take the discussion of happiness in EN
X to be imperfectly fused with the rest of the EN? An extreme view might take all of 
Books V-X to have been compiled from odds and ends. Perhaps an essay (or lecture) on 
happiness (our Book X, 6–8) was among the papers that were taken out of Aristotle's 
filing cabinets and were stitched together (by Aristotle or Nicomachus?) to make our EN. 
We are not surprised to find that a modern author expresses different views in the course 
of a collection of essays written over many years. Perhaps the EN is a collection of 
Aristotle's papers rather than a continuous treatise.

It is worth mentioning these possibilities to prevent ourselves from assuming that we 
know more than we in fact know about the origins and character of the EN. Nonetheless, 
we have some reason to suppose that Aristotle intends Book X to fit what he has said in 
Book I. After he gives an initial series of arguments for the identification of happiness 
with theoretical study (in X 6), he remarks that ‘this would seem to agree both with the 
previous things and with the truth’ (1177a18–19). What are ‘the previous things’? He 
mentions ‘the self-sufficiency that is spoken of’ (1177a27), and he has spoken of it in I 7. 
The other features that he ascribes to happiness appear to fit what he has said in Book I.

This is not a proof that Aristotle has Book I in mind, as it appears in our text. He may 
refer to an earlier lecture that only partly resembles our present text of Book I. Further 
study of X 7 is needed to decide about the apparent backward references. But at least we 
have a possible basis for claiming that Aristotle intends his remarks about happiness in 
the EN to form a single statement of his views, rather than offering two unconnected 
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statements. After these cautions about the character, or possible character, of the EN, we 
may turn to more specific reasons for ascribing one or another view of happiness to 
Aristotle.

3. Criteria for happiness
Before we consider the contribution of Book I to the argument, we need to define some of 
the questions more precisely.

‘Happiness is theoretical study’ and ‘Happiness is theoretical study and moral virtue’ are 
two answers to the question ‘What is happiness?’ But they are not the most basic answers 
to this question. They presuppose some more abstract answers. Each of these 
specifications of happiness can be defended by appeal to some more general description 
of happiness. We need to see what the right general description is. Let us consider an 
analogy. Suppose I maintain that Candidate A should be offered an academic position 
over Candidate B because A has published a good book and B has published nothing. I 
assume that the most important qualification for the position is good publications. If you 
maintain that B should be offered the position over A, because B is an excellent 
teacher and A is a soporific teacher, you assume that good teaching is the most important 
qualification. We do not disagree about the comparative merits of A and B as writers and 
teachers; we disagree about which qualifications are most important.

Similarly, then, we can decide whether happiness is theoretical study or something more 
only if we can appraise the qualifications of each candidate for happiness, and see 
whether these are the most important qualifications. Until we face these questions we do 
not know whether we disagree about how far the different candidates meet a single 
standard, or about what the relevant standard is. Hence we need to try to decide what 
the appropriate standard is. We need to answer the question ‘What is happiness?’ in such 
a way that we find some standard that we can use to decide between different candidates 
and different qualifications.

4. The finality of happiness
What, then, does Aristotle tell us about the standards for happiness? He begins the Ethics
with a puzzling claim about the good:

If there is some end of the things achievable by action that we wish for because of 
itself, and the other things because of it, … it is clear that this would be the good 
and the best (1094b18–22).

(p. 499) 
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This claim is puzzling because ‘the good and the best’ seems to suggest that we are speaking of 
one good, but the description Aristotle has offered seems to apply to many goods. For there 
seem to be many things that we wish for because of themselves; there seem to be many non-
instrumental goods, and not just one.
Fortunately, we need not linger on this passage, because Aristotle explains his point 
better when he returns to a discussion of ‘the good and the best’ in Chapter 7. He 
confronts the objection we have raised by recognizing that there seem to be many 
different ends – health for medicine, victory for generalship, and so on. He continues:

And so, if there is some end of all the things achievable in action, this would be 
the good achievable in action; but if more, these (1097a22–4).

After mentioning the ends of various pursuits, Aristotle now introduces the possibility of 
one end for all pursuits, but he does not affirm that there is any such end. Let us call this 
a universal end.

Aristotle now explains the character of a universal end:

Since the ends appear more than one, and we choose some of them (for instance, 
wealth, flutes, and, in general, instruments) because of something else, it is clear 
that not all are teleia. But the best appears something teleion. And so, if only 

some one is teleion, the good we seek would be this; if more, the most 
teleion (1095a25–30).

The end we are looking for is the best good, and therefore has to be a teleion end, indeed the 
most teleion of all the teleion ends.
What, then, does it mean to say that an end is teleion? Aristotle now explains:

We say that an object of pursuit in its own right is more teleion than an object of 
pursuit because of something else, and that what is never an object of choice 
because of something else is more teleion than things that are objects of choice in 
their own right and because of this, and hence what is always an object of choice 
in its own right and never because of something else is teleion without 
qualification (1097a30–4).

Aristotle seems to offer a straightforward explanation of ‘teleion’. He seems to rely on the 
connexion between ‘teleion’ and ‘telos’ (end, goal), and to affirm that something is teleion to the 
extent that it is an end and not a means to an end. We may represent this connexion in English 
by rendering ‘teleion’ by ‘final’. Something that is only an end and never a means is the most 
final end and final without qualification.
We have now found one criterion for the good; it has to be final without qualification, and 
therefore cannot be a means to any end. Aristotle now applies this criterion in order to 
identify happiness as the good:

(p. 500) 
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Now happiness most of all seems to be such [sc., final without qualification]; for 
we choose it always because of itself and never because of something else, but 
honour, pleasure, understanding, and every virtue we choose also because of 
themselves (for we would choose each of them nothing coming from it), but we 
also choose them for the sake of happiness, supposing that through them we shall 
be happy. But no one ever chooses happiness for their sake, or, quite generally, for 
the sake of anything else (1097a34-b6).

He recognizes honour and so on as non-instrumental goods, because we would choose them 
even if they had no further result, but he argues that they are not final without qualification, 
whereas happiness is final without qualification.
We might infer that since happiness is final without qualification, it cannot contain 
anything that is not final without qualification; for if it did, it would be partly pursued for 
the sake of something else. If this is correct, nothing that can be chosen for the sake of 
happiness can be an element of happiness, because it would be a non-final element of 
something that is final without qualification.

Once he has introduced happiness, Aristotle speaks as though there is only one 
unqualifiedly final end. He has anticipated this claim about uniqueness in Chapter 2. He 
suggests that if there is such a thing as ‘the good and the best’, it will give us a target to 
aim at in planning our lives (1094a18–24). This good is the end that political science aims 
at, subordinating every other good to it (1094a26-b7). These claims are considerably 
exaggerated if we have to refer to more than one unqualifiedly final end. But Aristotle's 
claims about finality do not show that there is only one unqualifiedly final end. His 
argument seems to allow two unqualifiedly final goods neither of which is to be 
chosen for the sake of anything else. If, for instance, we pursue Y and Z for the sake of A 
and pursue W and X for the sake of B, neither A nor B will be wholly ultimate. But it does 
not follow that some end beyond A and B is more ultimate; for we might pursue all of W, 
X, Y, and Z for the sake of both A and B. (If, for instance, we spend a fortnight climbing in 
the Rockies, we might do all we do during this fortnight for the sake of our health and for 
the sake of seeing spectacular views. Perhaps neither of these ends is any more final than 
the other two.) It is not clear, therefore, why Aristotle assumes that happiness is the 
unique unqualifiedly final end.

5. Happiness and self-sufficiency
Once he has argued that happiness is the good because it is unqualifiedly final, Aristotle 
draws a further conclusion from unqualified finality.

The same [sc., that happiness is final? that happiness is the good?] also appears to 
follow from self-sufficiency; for the final good seems to be self-sufficient… . We 
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take the self-sufficient 〈to be〉 what alone makes a life an object of choice  and 
lacking nothing; and we think happiness is such. (1097b6–16)

If, therefore, a good is unqualifiedly final, it must by itself (or ‘alone’) make one's life lack 
nothing (or ‘need (endees) nothing’) (1097b14–16) and thereby an appropriate object of choice. 
Why does Aristotle believe that self-sufficiency, so understood, follows from finality?
Perhaps he means that an end that does not make life worth choosing would only be 
worth pursuing for the sake of an end that makes life worth choosing. Similarly (he might 
argue) an end that leaves life lacking something would only be worth pursuing for an end 
that makes life lack nothing. Hence an unqualifiedly final end – one that is chosen for its 
own sake and not for the sake of something else – must be self-sufficient.

The cogency of this argument depends on how we understand ‘an object of choice’ (or 
‘worth choosing’, haireton) and ‘lacking nothing’. We might understand ‘worth choosing’ 
in two ways: (a) As far as it goes, it makes life worth choosing, because it is one non-
instrumental good. (b) It makes life worth choosing all things considered, because it is a 
large enough good to outweigh any evils in life. Any sort of final good, even if it is not 
unqualifiedly final, meets the minimal condition in (a). But even an unqualifiedly final 
good does not seem to meet the more stringent condition in (b). The mere fact that a life 
contains some non-instrumental good that is not chosen for the sake of anything else does 
not seem to imply anything about the comparative weight of this good in comparison with 
the evils that are present in a life that contains this good.

We might hope for some clarification from ‘lacking nothing’. But this condition 
itself needs to be clarified. We might say that a life lacks something if (1) we can think of 
adding something to it that would make it a better life, or if (2) it needs something else 
added to make it choiceworthy. If we favour (2), we might prefer to render ‘endees’ by 
‘needing’ rather than ‘lacking’ (an equally permissible translation). Neither explanation of 
‘lacking nothing’ makes it evident why an unqualifiedly final good should make life 
lacking in nothing. The mere fact of unqualified finality does not satisfy the stringent 
condition in (1), and the less stringent condition in (2) raises the questions we have 
already raised about finality and choiceworthiness.

6. Happiness and other goods: counting 
together
After these remarks on self-sufficiency, Aristotle adds a further claim about happiness:

Moreover, 〈we think happiness is〉 most choiceworthy  of all, not being counted 
together. But being counted together, clearly, 〈we think it〉 more choiceworthy with 
the smallest of goods; for what is added becomes an extra quantity of goods, and 
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the greater of 〈two〉 goods is always more choiceworthy. Happiness, then, appears 
something final and self-sufficient, being 〈the〉 end of the things achievable in 
action (1097b16–20).

This ‘counting’ condition is apparently important, but also obscure. It is not clear whether this is 
(a) a further aspect of self-sufficiency, or (b) a further aspect of the perfection of happiness. We 
might expect (a), given that Aristotle concludes this passage by saying: ‘Happiness, then, 
appears as something complete and self-sufficient, being the end of things achievable in action’. 
But the grammar may support (b); Aristotle does not say that the self-sufficient is most 
choiceworthy, but that happiness is.
A more important question concerns the meaning of the counting condition. What is 
happiness counted or not counted together with? The second sentence suggests that 
‘being counted together’ means ‘being counted together with goods that lie outside it’. In 
that case we might take Aristotle to contrast two situations: (1) Happiness is not counted 
together with the goods that lie outside it. In that case, it is the most choiceworthy good. 
(2) It is counted together with them. In that case the additional goods that are outside 
happiness make a good (i.e., happiness plus these further goods) that is greater than 
happiness alone.

If this is what Aristotle means, the counting condition helpfully clarifies what he 
means by saying that happiness is the greatest good, or the most choiceworthy good. He 
means that it is the greatest single good if it is compared to each of the other goods taken 
individually; it is greater than pleasure, greater than honour, and so on. But he does not 
mean that it is as great a good as the totality formed from happiness and these other 
goods; on the contrary, since these are non-instrumental goods, their combination with 
happiness makes a greater good than happiness alone. Happiness, therefore, is a final but 
non-comprehensive end. The counting condition affirms that the addition of non-
instrumental goods to happiness produces a greater good than happiness alone.

7. Happiness as fulfilment of the human 
function
To reach a more definite conception of happiness Aristotle introduces the human 
function, which he has already introduced implicitly in his objections to the life of 
pleasure (1095b19–20). He argues that the human function must consist in an activity 
that is distinctive of human beings, in contrast to activities that human beings share with 
plants and animals. This is an activity of the rational part of the soul. Hence the human 
good consists in activity of the soul in accord with reason, and, since it is good activity, in 
accord with virtue (1097b22–1098a18).

Aristotle appeals again to finality. He explains ‘in accord with virtue’ by adding that the 
relevant activity must be in accord with final virtue, and that if there are more final 
virtues than one, it must be in accord with the most final of these. The most final end, as 

9
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he explained earlier (1097a30–5), is unqualifiedly final, and so never to be chosen for the 
sake of some other end. The most final virtue, then, should be the one whose activity is an 
unqualifiedly final end.

This passage supports the conclusion we drew from the counting condition, since it gives 
us a further reason for denying that Aristotle treats happiness as a comprehensive end. 
For the best and most final virtue is the one virtue whose activity is an unqualifiedly final 
end. But Aristotle has allowed that there are virtues whose activities are non-instrumental 
goods but not unqualifiedly final ends. These are activities that we choose both for their 
own sakes and for the sake of happiness. They are goods that—according to the counting 
condition—we can add to happiness to produce a greater good than happiness.

According to this argument, therefore, Book I does not treat happiness as a 
comprehensive end that includes all non-instrumental goods; for some of these goods are 
not unqualifiedly final. If Aristotle had maintained that the unqualifiedly final 
good is the only non-instrumental good, he would have maintained a comprehensive and 
monist conception of happiness. But, given his recognition of non-instrumental goods that 
are not unqualifiedly final, he maintains a monist non-comprehensive conception. He does 
not reduce the moral virtues and their expressions in action to a purely instrumental role. 
In relation to happiness they are purely instrumental goods; but their relation to 
happiness does not wholly determine their role in our choices and actions. We may also 
choose them for their own sakes without reference to happiness.

8. Some difficulties in Book I
We have now seen why a non-comprehensive monist conception of happiness can be 
defended from Book I. Its main supports are these: (1) The unqualified finality of 
happiness. (2) The recognition of non-instrumental goods that are not unqualifiedly final. 
(3) The counting condition. (4) The identification of happiness with the activity of the best 
and most final virtue among the final virtues.

Before we turn to Book X, however, we may usefully remind ourselves of some 
unanswered questions that we have raised in our discussion of the main argument in 
Book I.

1. If happiness is an unqualifiedly final and non-comprehensive end, how far should 
we accept Aristotle's initial claim that the discovery of the good for human beings 
will make a difference to our lives by giving us a target to aim at? His claim is 
correct; insofar as happiness is unqualifiedly final, we cannot find any end beyond it. 
But it is not clear what difference the discovery of such an end should make to our 
lives. An unqualifiedly final end does not seem to be necessarily more choiceworthy 
than any other end or combination of ends. If happiness is an unqualifiedly final and 

(p. 504) 
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non-comprehensive end, it seems to have a rather restricted role in choice and 
action.
2. Aristotle has not explained why only one end can be unqualifiedly final, and hence 
he has not explained why he speaks of the best and most final of the virtues in the 
singular. It is still not clear why a monist conception of happiness should be 
preferred over a conception that allows two or more unqualifiedly final goods.
3. We have not seen why an unqualifiedly final end has to be self-sufficient, given 
Aristotle's conception of self-sufficiency.

These unanswered questions do not show that we have misunderstood Aristotle. They 
may show that his argument fails at these points, or that we have overlooked reasons that 
can be given in its support. But they deserve to be borne in mind when we try to complete 
our account of happiness from Book X.

9. Theoretical study as a candidate for 
happiness
Book I has set out the criteria for happiness: it is an unqualifiedly final and non-
comprehensive end that consists in the exercise of the human function in the activity of 
the best and most final virtue. It has not said what sort of activity meets these criteria. 
Book X argues that the relevant activity is theoretical study. Aristotle resumes the 
discussion of happiness by reminding us that we take it to be ‘the (or ‘an’?) end of human 
things’ (1176a31–2). He reminds us of different features of happiness that he mentioned 
in Book I, and now argues that theoretical study has these features.

He appeals to the claim that happiness is activity in accordance with virtue. In Book I he 
spoke of the best and most final virtue. But now he speaks of the ‘supreme’ (kratistê) 
virtue, which is the virtue of the best thing; this virtue is the most divine element in us, 
and its activity is final (teleia) happiness (1177a12–17). The function argument picks out 
theoretical study because it is the virtue of the best element in us, and hence it implies 
that happiness consists in theoretical study. We should actualize the virtue of the best 
part of us, and so we should realize the divine element in us as far as we can. This advice 
to actualize the divine does not conflict with the appeal to the human function, because 
the best virtue of a human being is the virtue of the best part of a human being, which is 
divine.

The different features of happiness mentioned in Book I support the claims of theoretical 
study. It is more self-sufficient than any of the activities of the moral virtues, because they 
depend on external resources, other people, and so on, whereas it does not depend on 
these external conditions (1177a27-b1). It is also more final than the activities of the 
moral virtues.

(p. 505) 
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Besides, it would seem to be liked alone because of itself (monê di’ hautên);  for 
nothing comes about from it beyond having studied, but from the virtues 
concerned with action we try to a greater or lesser extent to gain something 
beyond the action (1177b1–4).

Aristotle seems to recall his claim that the moral virtues are chosen both for their own sake and 
for the sake of happiness, and to maintain that this is not true of theoretical study.
In this defence of the claims of theoretical study Aristotle seems to recognize the 
implications of the counting condition. For he does not argue that we cannot add other 
goods to theoretical study in order to produce a better good. Nor does he claim that we 
do or should choose moral virtues and virtuous actions only for the sake of theoretical 
study. He maintains, therefore, that theoretical study is most choiceworthy, not counted 
together with these other goods. It is a non-comprehensive end.

Once he has argued that theoretical study meets the criteria for happiness, Aristotle 
turns to a comparison with other virtues, and defends his previous point that 
theoretical study is more independent of external conditions than the moral virtues are 
(1178a9-b7). It is not completely independent, since we still need to live a human life, but 
it is maximally independent and hence maximally self-sufficient. Moreover, the gods do 
not exercise moral virtues, but they lack no essential element of happiness. Since they 
engage in pure intellectual activity, this activity is sufficient for perfect happiness 
(1178b7–23). We engage in morally virtuous activity because we are imperfect, compared 
with the gods, but it is no part of the perfect happiness that we enjoy in so far as we 
realize the divine element in us.

10. Implications of a monist conception of 
happiness
When Aristotle claims that perfect happiness consists in theoretical study, he seems to 
affirm a monist conception of happiness. He has not shown that only one activity could 
meet his conditions for being wholly ultimate, but his survey of theoretical study in 
comparison with the activities of other virtues persuades him that in fact it is the only 
wholly ultimate activity.

He has also said something to explain why we should guide our lives by appeal to 
happiness, as he understands it. For theoretical study is not only wholly ultimate, but also 
best, by being the activity of the best part of us. Since we achieve the human good by 
realizing the best and most perfect virtue, we achieve it by theoretical study; for it is both 
best (by realizing the divine part) and most perfect (by being wholly ultimate).

None of this argument requires a comprehensive conception of happiness. Aristotle does 
not affirm that theoretical study is the only non-instrumental good.  The value of 
theoretical study gives us a reason to practise the moral virtues for the sake of 
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maintaining a life devoted to theoretical study, but Aristotle does not say that this is the 
only reason for those who are capable of theoretical study to practise these virtues. He 
does not even say that this is an end of moral virtue. He remarks that we need to practise 
the moral virtues for the sake of living a human life (anthrôpeuesthai, 1178b7). If we 
were right in our account of finality and of the counting condition, Aristotle accepts a 
non-comprehensive conception of happiness.

This point casts doubt on some of the most frequent ethical objections to a monist and 
intellectualist conception of happiness. If we reject a comprehensive conception, 
happiness need not absorb all our reasons for action; a non-comprehensive conception 
leaves us with goods lying outside happiness, and these goods seem to give us reasons for 
action. Aristotle does not consider the objection that his conception of happiness leaves 
us with no reason to practise the moral virtues for their own sakes. If we are right, that 
objection does not arise.

Still, his monist conception may be open to objections. For though theoretical 
study is not the only source of reasons (given a monist conception), it is the only source of 
reasons based on happiness, human nature, and the human function. If we begin by 
considering the nature of human beings as rational agents who have both rational and 
non-rational aspects, but we end by considering only the divine and purely theoretical 
aspects of human beings, we seem to have revised our conception of human nature rather 
sharply, and with inadequate reason.  Aristotle supports the revision by claiming that 
theoretical study realizes the best part of us. But it is not clear why we should agree that 
we have realized human nature if we have only realized the best part of it, to the 
exclusion of the rest. If Aristotle's naturalism is fundamental in his ethical argument, his 
monist conception of happiness seems to cast some doubt on the foundations of his 
theory. Either naturalism is less important than we might have thought (since human 
nature is replaced by the best part of human nature) or else we have reason to doubt his 
exclusive concentration on the divine aspect of humanity.

11. Remaining questions about Books I and X
The connexions between this argument in Book X and the account of happiness in Book I 
suggest that Aristotle intends both books to be part of a single discussion of happiness. 
The correspondences are close enough to show that these two books of the Ethics are not 
just two papers pulled out of Aristotle's files. But how close are the connexions between 
the two books, as we have understood them?

Book X has more to say about the self-sufficiency of happiness, and so it might seem to 
offer some clarification of the claims that we found puzzling in Book I. But in fact it raises 
a further difficulty. Book I introduced self-sufficiency because it was supposed to be an 
implication of finality; but we found it difficult to understand how it could be. Book X does 
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not resolve this difficulty, because it does not try to show that the sort of self-sufficiency it 
describes follows from finality, or even from unqualified finality.

It was difficult to say in Book I whether Aristotle supposed that the finality or self-
sufficiency of happiness implied, or followed from, its being the non-comprehensive best 
and most choiceworthy good. The argument to show that theoretical study is the best 
good does not depend on the finality or self-sufficiency of study, but on the claim that it is 
the actualization of the best part of human nature.

If, then, we read Book X without Book I, we would gather that the finality, the self-
sufficiency, and the non-comprehensive supreme choiceworthiness of happiness 
are three independent criteria, each of which is satisfied, for independent reasons, by 
theoretical study. This is not, however, the way in which Book I presents these criteria. 
Hence Book X does not fit perfectly with Book I if we take both of them to present a non-
comprehensive monist conception of happiness.

These apparent differences between the two books do not show that we must have 
misunderstood them. We may simply have discovered that Aristotle does not completely 
execute the aims that he sets himself in Book I. Still, we should consider these difficulties 
of interpretation together with those we have already found. They are serious enough to 
justify a review of Book I, to see whether it really supports the account we have offered.

Our non-comprehensive account of happiness relied heavily on the claim that happiness is 
unqualifiedly final, chosen only for its own sake and never for the sake of anything else. 
This claim seems to be solidly based in Aristotle's remark that x is more teleion than y if x 
is pursued only for its own sake, but y is pursued for the sake of something else 
(1097a30–2). We supposed that Aristotle here explains what he means by ‘teleion’, and 
for this reason we translated ‘teleion’ by ‘final’. But was our supposition justified? To 
answer this question, we should examine the context of the crucial argument in I 7. First I 
will discuss a remark at the end of Chapter 7. Then I will consider the significance of 
Chapter 2. These passages from before and after the main passage in Chapter 7 will help 
us to decide about the interpretation of the main passage.

12. Happiness and a complete life
A non-comprehensive account runs into a difficulty when we try to make it fit a clause in 
the definition of happiness that we have not yet considered. Aristotle defines happiness as 
activity of the soul in accordance with the most teleion virtue (if there are teleion virtues 
than one) in a teleion life. He glosses ‘teleion life’ by remarking that one swallow does not 
make a spring, and neither does one day or a short time make a person happy. Some 
translators who use ‘final’ or ‘perfect’ earlier in the chapter change horses in mid-stream 
and render teleion by ‘complete’ in this sentence. They are surely right. ‘Final life’ is 
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difficult to understand. ‘Perfect life’ is more intelligible, but still not clear. What kind of 
perfection might Aristotle have in mind?

Perfection may be treated as equivalent to completeness; we achieve a perfect score on a 
test if we get all the answers right. But it may not imply completeness. If I am setting out 
to paint a room, I may paint one wall with exquisite care, so that no one could improve on 
the work I have done. In this respect my work of painting the room is perfect, but it is 
certainly not complete. Alternatively, I might complete the work because I have 
painted the whole room adequately, even if I have not painted it all perfectly (I may have 
left a few minor streaks that will not bother anyone). It is worth asking, then, whether 
Aristotle's claim that happiness requires a teleion life refers to a perfect life (in the sense 
that does not imply completeness) or to a complete life.

Fortunately, Aristotle helps us to answer this question. In the present passage he 
connects being teleion with an appropriate length of time (1097b18–20), and he marks 
the same connexion in Book X (1177b24–6), where he speaks of a teleion length of life. He 
takes a teleion length of life to be a long time that allows great and fine achievements 
(1101a22–3). This may not be a perfect length of life; as Aristotle recognizes, it may have 
some ups and downs (1100b22–5), but it is complete in so far as it lacks nothing that we 
need for the actions that constitute happiness. Hence the best rendering for ‘teleion’ in 
the remarks on the teleion life is ‘complete’. The introduction of a complete life is an 
important stage in the argument about happiness, because it introduces the lengthy 
discussion of happiness and external circumstances that follows in Chapters 9–11.

Given the importance of this remark on the complete life, it is difficult not to render 
‘teleion’ by ‘complete’ in the earlier part of Chapter 7. If we use ‘final’ until we come to 
the teleion life, and then abruptly change to ‘complete’, we suggest that Aristotle has 
shifted from one sense of ‘teleion’ to another at an important stage in his argument. This 
shift – without warning or justification – wrecks his argument to show that happiness 
requires a teleion life. Before we conclude that Aristotle has wrecked his argument, we 
should see whether we might plausibly render ‘teleion’ by ‘complete’ throughout Chapter 

7. If this is the right rendering, Aristotle affirms that happiness is in some way 
comprehensive. And so we ought to reconsider Book I to see whether Aristotle seems to 
accept a comprehensive conception.

13. Happiness and the comprehensive science
Before we reconsider Chapter 7, it is helpful to go back to the beginning of Chapter 2, 
which we passed over briefly earlier. Some of Aristotle's initial remarks seem to treat the 
ultimate good as a comprehensive end. We noticed that he thinks the discovery of a single 
good for the sake of which we pursue everything else will provide a target for us to aim at 
in our lives. The science of this single good is political science, because this is the most 
‘architectonic’ science. The various disciplines are subordinate to it, because its end 
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includes the ends of the other sciences, and so turns out to be the human good (1094a26-
b7). This description of the end suggests a comprehensive and pluralist conception; the 
ends of the different subordinate sciences seem to be parts of the ultimate end that 
includes them.

We might reject this suggestion, and argue that inclusion may be explained 
consistently with a monist conception of the end.  Perhaps inclusion allows a purely 
instrumental relation between the end of political science and the ends of subordinate 
sciences. The end of bridle-making is included in the end of horse-riding, because there is 
no aspect of the end of bridle-making that falls outside riding a horse; that is the only end 
that determines the end of bridle-making.

This instrumental explanation of inclusion, however, does not seem to allow a non-
comprehensive conception of happiness. For if we pursue virtue partly for the sake of 
happiness and partly for its own sake, its end does not seem to fall wholly within 
happiness. But if we are to combine a monist conception of happiness with Aristotle's 
recognition of non-instrumental goods other than happiness, we need a non-
comprehensive conception. According to such a conception, the end of virtue is not 
wholly subordinate to happiness, because the effect of virtue on happiness gives us only 
one of our reasons to pursue it. But the instrumental account of inclusion does not allow 
these ends that lie outside happiness. An instrumental account of inclusion allows only a 
comprehensive monist conception that makes happiness the only non-instrumental good. 
But this conception conflicts with Aristotle's recognition of non-ultimate non-instrumental 
goods.

Even if an instrumental account of inclusion did not raise this difficulty for a monist 
conception, it would not fit Aristotle's views on subordinate ends. Among the sciences 
subordinate to political science he mentions ‘practical’ as well as ‘productive’ sciences.
These sciences are concerned with ‘action’ (praxis) in Aristotle's technical use, and not 
simply with production (poiêsis). According to this use, action differs from production 
because action has some end that does not lie beyond it; ‘good action itself is the 
end’ (1140b6–7). If Aristotle is considering action as well as production, he refers to more 
than purely instrumental subordination. For practical sciences achieve an end that is not 
simply an instrumental good. In that case, the ultimate good includes subordinate goods 
by being more comprehensive; it includes them as parts, not simply as instrumental 
means. This conception of the practical sciences introduces the possibility of a 
comprehensive conception of happiness.

How can the end of a practical science be both a non-instrumental good and a part of the 
human good? One end is subordinate to a second end in so far as it is chosen for the sake 
of the second end. But if it is a means to the second end, is it not instrumental to it? To 
answer this question many students of Aristotle have distinguished two ways in which one 
thing can be chosen for the sake of or as a means to another: an instrumental means is 
separate from the end, and causally contributes to it, so that the end is its effect, whereas 
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a component means is a part of the end and not separate from it.  Hence components of 
an end are means to it and are chosen for its sake, but are parts and not merely 
instrumental means.

The division between two types of means has not been invented simply to make the notion 
of a comprehensive end seem more plausible. We need this division if we are to 
understand other central elements of the Ethics. These elements include Aristotle's 
claims about moral virtue and decision (prohairesis). Aristotle affirms: (1) The 
virtuous person decides on the virtuous action for its own sake. (2) Decision is the 
outcome of deliberation, and both deliberation and decision are about means to ends, not 
about ends in themselves. These two claims seem to force him into a contradiction; for 
the first claim implies that we can decide on things non-instrumentally, as goods in their 
own right, whereas the second seems to deny this. We remove the contradiction if we 
allow deliberation and decision to be about components, not only about instrumental 
means. Once we allow that, we can say that the virtuous person decides on virtuous 
action as a part of happiness, not as purely instrumental to it. If we are warranted in 
applying the division of means to Aristotle's doctrine of virtue and decision, we can 
usefully apply it to his doctrine of happiness as well.

Aristotle's claim about the comprehensive character of political science supports a 
comprehensive conception of happiness as a complete good. We have some reason, 
therefore, when we confront the argument of Chapter 7, to suppose that he takes 
happiness to be complete, and that therefore ‘teleion’ is appropriately rendered by 
‘complete’. Having found some support for this rendering both from Chapter 2 and from 
the end of Chapter 7, we can now return to the passage that seemed to support a non-
comprehensive conception of happiness.

14. Happiness v. subordinate ends
Aristotle claims that an end chosen only for its own sake is more teleion than an end 
chosen both for its own sake and for the sake of something else (1097a30–4). On this 
point he contrasts happiness with virtue and other non-instrumental goods; since we 
choose these both for their own sakes and for the sake of happiness, they are less teleion
than happiness. Previously we took this passage to explain the meaning of ‘teleion’, and 
so we rendered it by ‘final’. But if we take ‘teleion’ to mean ‘complete’, this passage 
expresses a synthetic and non-obvious claim that what is chosen only for its own sake is 
unqualifiedly complete, and more complete than things that are chosen both for their own 
sake and for the sake of something else.

Our previous discussion of choosing one thing ‘as a means to’ or ‘for the sake of’ another 
suggests two ways of understanding this remark about choosing virtue for the sake of 
happiness:

16
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(1) We choose virtue both for its own sake and because of some further causal and 
instrumental effects, whereas we do not choose happiness because of any further 
causal and instrumental effects. We might choose to walk four miles a day both 
because we enjoy walking in itself and because walking has further instrumental 
effects on our heart, muscles, lungs, and so on, that make it good for our 

health. Similarly, if we identify happiness with theoretical study, we may say that 
moral virtue is to be chosen both for its own sake and for its causal contribution to 
theoretical study (e.g., by maintaining the society in which we are free to engage in 
theoretical study, or by ordering our impulses and desires so that we can concentrate 
without distraction).
(2) We choose virtue both for its own sake and because it is a part of happiness. In 
this case ‘for the sake of’ marks the relation of part to whole, not the relation of 
instrumental means to external end. We might choose one element in a meal both for 
itself and for its place in the meal; hence mashed potatoes might be good both in 
themselves and as accompanying bangers. Similarly, bravery may be good (a) 
because it is the rational control of fear and daring, (b) because it is one of the 
virtues that together achieve the mean, (c) because it secures the life of a 
community, and (d) because it promotes theoretical study. In this case the first 
feature makes bravery choiceworthy in itself, the second makes it a part that is 
choiceworthy for the sake of the whole it belongs to, and the third and fourth make it 
choiceworthy for its results.

Which of these relations does Aristotle have in mind when he says that we choose virtue 
for the sake of happiness? To explain his claim that we choose things because of 
themselves, he adds: ‘for we would choose each of them, nothing coming from 
it’ (apobainontos, 1097b3–4). ‘Coming from’ does not imply a purely instrumental 
relation. Similarly, when Aristotle says we also choose them for the sake of happiness, 
supposing that through them we will be happy, he picks terms (‘for the sake of’, 
‘through’) that may refer equally to instrumental and to constitutive relations.

Moreover, one of his examples suggests that he has non-instrumental relations in mind. 
His examples of non-ultimate non-instrumental goods are pleasure, understanding (nous), 
and every virtue. He might have in mind the instrumental relation of understanding 
(other than theoretical study, as he conceives it) and moral virtue to happiness, but it is 
less plausible to suppose that he has this in mind for pleasure. Admittedly, some 
pleasures contribute instrumentally to theoretical study; they offer us relaxation that 
makes it easier for us to concentrate again (1177a32-b1); but it would be strange to 
describe this aspect of pleasure by saying that we suppose we will be happy through 
pleasure. In the case of pleasure, ‘through’ seems to fit a constitutive relation. We may 
infer that in this passage Aristotle refers primarily to the constitutive relation of non-
ultimate non-instrumental goods to happiness.

It is enough for present purposes, however, if this passage does not prevent non-ultimate 
non-instrumental goods from constituting happiness. If that is so, the passage casts doubt 
on a monist conception of happiness. A comprehensive monist conception affirms that 
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happiness includes all non-instrumental goods, and that it includes only theoretical 
contemplation; hence it recognizes only one non-instrumental good, and so conflicts with 
Aristotle's recognition of a plurality of non-instrumental goods. A non-comprehensive 
monist conception affirms that happiness is unqualifiedly final because it contains 
nothing that is less than unqualifiedly final; but if happiness contains non-final non-
instrumental goods, it contains elements that are not unqualifiedly final. Hence, if 
this passage allows non-ultimate constituents of an ultimate good, it does not fit either 
version of a monist conception of happiness.

Defenders of a monist conception may answer that this passage does not express 
Aristotle's considered view. He says that ‘we choose’ the virtues and so on for these two 
reasons. Perhaps the ‘we’ who choose them are the people beginning the inquiry, and the 
‘we’ who complete the inquiry in Book X will no longer take these non-ultimate goods to 
be non-instrumentally choiceworthy.  But if we do not think the passage represents 
Aristotle's considered view, we cannot use it as part of his formal account of happiness. 
Given that he probably does not mean to rule out non-final goods as constituents of 
happiness, he probably does not affirm in this passage that happiness has no parts that 
are not unqualifiedly final.

What, then, does the passage affirm about happiness? If we recall the reasons we have 
found (the comprehensive character of the end of political science, and the probable 
sense of ‘teleion’) for supposing that Aristotle has in mind a complete and composite 
good, we can readily understand the passage. Aristotle claims that an ultimate end must 
be complete, and that in this respect it differs from the non-instrumental goods that are 
non-ultimate ends. He is not saying that the ultimate (i.e., last) end must be the most final 
(i.e., last), which would be close to a tautology. He is saying that the ultimate end must be 
complete, because it must include all non-ultimate non-instrumental goods. And so he 
affirms more fully and explicitly what he has already suggested about the end of political 
science.

If this is the right way to understand the relation of happiness to non-final goods, we can 
resolve a difficulty that we noticed earlier, and explain why Aristotle supposes that there 
is only one ultimate end. We noticed that he seemed to have no reason to believe that 
there could be only one unqualifiedly final end. But it is clear why he believes there is 
only one complete end. If all non-instrumental goods other than happiness are pursued 
for the sake of happiness, insofar as they are parts of it, happiness is the single end that 
includes them all.

15. Completeness and self-sufficiency
We can now consider how well this interpretation of Aristotle's remarks fits his claim that 
the teleion is self-sufficient, and to his explanation of self-sufficiency. We found it difficult 
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to explain why he might believe that the unqualifiedly final is self-sufficient, but his 
argument is easier to explain if he means that the complete is self-sufficient.

He clarifies his conception of self-sufficiency in a comment that we ignored when we set 
out the case for a monist conception.

What we call self-sufficient is not 〈what is sufficient〉 for a solitary person 
by himself, living an isolated life, but also for parents, children, wife and in 
general for friends and fellow-citizens, since a human being is a naturally political
〈animal〉. But of these we must impose some limit; for if we extend it to parents’ 
parents and children's children and to friends of friends, we shall go on without 
limit; but we must examine this another time (1097b8–14).

A self-sufficient good for one person must include not only the good of that person but the good 
of other people as well. The clause ‘since a human being …’ gives a reason for this expanded 
scope of an individual person's good. Since a human being's nature requires living in an 
appropriate society, a human being's good includes the good of an appropriate society as well.
This gloss makes it clear that self-sufficiency is not the same as independence of anything 
outside oneself. A good that extends to other people is more dependent on circumstances 
external to oneself than a less extended good would be. If I have friends, the death of one 
of them is bad for me, and if I am a member of a community, the collapse of the 
community is bad for me. Aristotle's gloss favours an expansive conception of self-
sufficiency.

The passage on self-sufficiency is easy to understand if it explains the claim that 
happiness is complete. When Aristotle says that the self-sufficient is whatever all by itself 
(monoumenon) makes a life choiceworthy and lacking in nothing, we should understand 
‘all by itself’ in accord with the previous remark about self-sufficiency. If he were relying 
on a non-comprehensive conception of happiness, he might mean that happiness, 
excluding all non-ultimate non-instrumental goods, makes life choiceworthy and lacking 
in nothing. But this would say the opposite of what he has implied in the remark about 
other people's happiness, which is a non-ultimate good in relation to one's own happiness. 
More probably, then, he means that happiness by itself includes all the component non-
ultimate goods that are needed to make life lacking in nothing (and hence complete). And 
so the whole passage on self-sufficiency supports a comprehensive and pluralist 
conception.

We might object that Aristotle can hardly have a comprehensive pluralist conception in 
mind because it would be too demanding. What does it mean to say that a life lacks 
nothing or needs nothing? Do we lack something if we can think of something that would 
improve our life? Or do we just say that it comprehends all we need, or comprehends 
enough? But how do we fix ‘all we need’ or ‘enough’? Where do we draw this line?

Fortunately, Aristotle recognizes that his claims about happiness raise this question about 
where we are to draw the relevant line. For after he insists that the self-sufficient good 
has to include the good of members of different societies, he comments that this 
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expansion has to stop somewhere; if we extend it temporally and spatially to parents’ 
parents, children's children, and friends of friends, we will have nowhere to stop 
(1097b11–13). If he were setting out a non-comprehensive or comprehensive monist view, 
the problem about drawing a line would not arise. He says this is a problem to be 
discussed another time (1097b13–14). We need not consider how, or even 
whether, he deals with the problem; his acknowledgement supports a comprehensive and 
pluralist conception of happiness.

16. The counting condition reconsidered
The counting condition, interpreted as we interpreted it earlier, supports a non-
comprehensive conception of happiness. But that is not the only possible interpretation. 
According to a comprehensive conception, happiness is the most choiceworthy good 
because it is not counted together with other goods, as one single good among many. If it 
were counted in this way, we could produce a greater good than happiness by adding the 
smallest good external to it; but in fact we cannot produce a greater good than happiness. 
Since virtue, e.g., is already included in happiness, we cannot really add virtue to 
happiness. If we were to count the goodness of happiness and the goodness of virtue, we 
would be counting the goodness of virtue twice; for we would already have counted it in 
the goodness of happiness. It would be like asking whether there are more people in 
California and San Francisco than in California. That question is misconceived because 
the people in California already include the people in San Francisco.

It is difficult to decide whether the comprehensive or the non-comprehensive 
interpretation of the counting condition is to be preferred if we look just at this passage 
in isolation.  But in the light of the most plausible interpretation of the argument so far, 
a decision is easier. Since Chapter 7 so far, and especially the section on self-sufficiency, 
has affirmed that happiness is complete, we should prefer the comprehensive 
interpretation of the counting condition. The non-comprehensive interpretation would 
contradict the point of the previous argument.

We might wonder whether the comprehensive interpretation commits Aristotle to an 
unreasonably strong claim about the impossibility of improving happiness. Does he really 
mean that if we form a conception of happiness, but we can think of some way of making 
happiness, as we conceive it, better, our conception must have been mistaken? Such a 
conception seems to make happiness an unattainable ideal. Perhaps that does not show 
that it could not be Aristotle's conception. But it also seems to conflict with his views on 
the role of fortune. He acknowledges that if happy people are also especially fortunate, 
this good fortune makes them more blessed, because it adds adornment to their lives and 
they use it finely (1100b25–8). Does he not admit that we can count happiness together 
with other goods (the goods resulting from good fortune) to make a greater good? If he 
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admits that, and he also accepts the form of the counting condition that denies the 
possibility of counting together, he contradicts himself.

This objection sets out from the aspect of self-sufficiency that requires a self-sufficient 
good to make life lacking in nothing. But we saw that Aristotle acknowledges that 
his requirement raises a question about where we are to draw the line. His 
acknowledgement suggests that he accepts the comprehensive conception. Moreover, the 
objection derived from happiness and good fortune misconceives Aristotle's claims. His 
claim about good fortune does not affirm what the counting condition denies. He would 
contradict the counting condition (as we have understood it) if he affirmed that good 
fortune added to happiness creates a greater good than happiness alone; but he does not 
affirm this. He affirms only that good fortune allows a higher degree of happiness; the 
fortunate happy person enjoys not a greater good than happiness, but a higher degree of 
the same good.

But does this explanation rely on a tenable distinction? How are we to distinguish a 
higher degree of the same good from a greater good? Aristotle might answer that the 
account of happiness includes some features that admit of degrees, and so these allow for 
degrees of happiness. He alludes to such features when he explains completeness. A 
complete life requires a suitable length of time and suitable circumstances that allow 
significant achievements (cf. 1101a11–13), and the happy person has to be 
‘sufficiently’ (hikanôs) supplied with external goods (1101a15). Happiness, then, may be 
complete in so far as it fulfils all reasonable expectations far enough; if we over-fulfil 
them, we do not go beyond happiness to a greater good, but we are happier. Aristotle's 
claims about happiness, so understood, support a comprehensive conception of 
happiness.

17. The human function and the rational life
Perhaps we have found some good reasons to favour a comprehensive and pluralist 
conception of happiness. Still, defenders of a monist view might reply that Aristotle may 
not take the first part of Chapter 7 very seriously. He remarks that we might find the 
conclusion that happiness is the best thing rather a commonplace, and still look for a 
clearer account of what the good is (1097b22–4). He therefore offers an account of the 
human function to support an account of the good in outline.  If, then, the function 
argument tells strongly in favour of a non-comprehensive conception, or of a 
comprehensive monist conception, we might fairly attribute such a conception to him, 
despite the doubts that we have raised in examining the first part of Chapter 7.

The conclusions we draw from the function argument will partly depend on what we say 
about the claim that the distinctively human function is ‘some sort of life of action of the 
having reason; of this one as obedient to reason, the other as having reason and 
thinking’ (1098a3–5). I have translated the passage literally and awkwardly, because the 
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supplements that clarify its sense may be controversial. Questions about this 
passage are complicated by the fact that some editors reject the second clause (‘of this … 
thinking’) as a later addition.  Since the presence or absence of the clause may be quite 
significant for evaluating a monist conception, we need to see whether the clause 
deserves its place in the text.

The clause anticipates Aristotle's comments in Chapter 13 about the two ways in which 
we can speak of a ‘rational’ part. Two reasons for suspicion of the clause have been given: 
(1) The reference to non-rational desires is out of place in the context. (2) The Greek 
rendered by ‘obedient’ (epipeithes) occurs only here in Aristotle; apart from this passage 
it is not attested until the first century AD, in Aspasius’ commentary on the passage. 
Editors suggest, therefore, that the passage is a marginal gloss by a reader who wanted 
to draw attention to the treatment of the rational part in Chapter 13, and that the gloss 
was mistakenly inserted in the text.

The first of these reasons can be dismissed for the moment. A reference to non-rational 
desires is out of place if Aristotle identifies happiness exclusively with theoretical reason 
and he affirms or anticipates that identification in the function argument. But if we are 
not already convinced on these points, the clause seems quite relevant. The reference to 
the part that is obedient to (or ‘open to persuasion by’) reason is relevant to the 
distinctively human function, since this is the difference between human passions and the 
wholly non-rational desires of other animals.  Aristotle points out that distinctively 
human and rational activities include the persuasive influence of reason on passions and 
the response of passions to that influence. If Aristotle expounds a pluralist view, this 
reminder of the extent of rational action is appropriate.

The linguistic argument is also weak. If all the Greek literary texts with psychological or 
philosophical content written up to 100 AD had survived, we might reasonably take an 
anomalously early occurrence of a word to cast doubt on a passage. But since most of 
them have not survived, we cannot rest much weight on such arguments. Moreover, the 
verb epipeithesthai (from which epipeithes is derived) is quite common in Homer (whose 
use of it may have been in Aristotle's mind). The word is not a good enough reason to 
condemn the passage.

We could be more confident about the passage if we could show that it is not merely 
appropriate to the context, but actually required by it. Some points in its favour are 
these: (1) The next clause begins: ‘This also being spoken of in two ways’ (1098a5). ‘This’ 
refers back to ‘life’, but the ‘also’ (kai) implies that something else has already been said 
to be spoken of in two ways. The only possible reference is to ‘the having reason’, i.e., the 
rational part of the soul, which, according to the suspected passage, includes both the 
inherently rational part and the part obedient to reason. If we delete the suspected 
passage on the two ways of being rational, the ‘also’ makes no sense.  (2) Aristotle infers 
that the human function is activity of the soul ‘in accord with reason or not without 
reason’ (1098a7–8). This disjunction is relevant if it refers to the inherently rational part 
(in ‘in accord with reason’) and the obedient part (in ‘not without reason’). But if we 
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delete the suspected clause, it is not clear why the disjunction is needed. (3) When 
Aristotle restates this point, he says that the human function is ‘activity and actions with 
reason’ (1098a14).  The phrase ‘with reason’ recalls ‘not without reason’, and 
secures a role for the obedient part. Though he also refers to the human function as 
‘activity in accord with reason’ without any qualification, the occurrences of ‘not without’ 
and ‘with’ indicate that he includes the obedient part.

The function argument, therefore, includes the disputed clause. The human good cannot 
consist exclusively in the inherently rational activity either of theoretical study or of 
practical reason; it also consists in the virtuous activity that harmonizes the obedient part 
with practical reason. And so the function argument supports a pluralist conception of 
happiness. Editors who have deleted the suspected clause because it does not fit a monist 
conception have implicitly conceded that a monist conception does not explain the text.

Aristotle now states his account of the good by saying that it is activity in accord with 
virtue, and, if there are more virtues than one, in accord with the best and most complete 
virtue, in a complete life (1098a16–18). This passage raises a difficulty similar to the one 
that arose in a previous remark on plurality. Earlier, Aristotle said that if there are more 
complete ends than one, the human good will be the most complete of these (1097a28–
30). Later he identifies happiness with the best activities ‘or one of them, the best 
one’ (1099a29–31). Does a pluralist conception of happiness fit these remarks that seem 
to pick one activity out of a plurality and identify just this one with happiness?

But if we understand completeness by reference to the relation between a whole and its 
parts, Aristotle's claims about the most complete end and the most complete virtue are 
reasonable. His preference for the singular (‘complete virtue’) over the plural (‘all the 
virtues’) is reasonable in the light of his conception of wholes. Even if happiness includes 
all virtuous activities, acting for the sake of happiness is different from acting for the sake 
of all virtuous activities, because happiness is an integrated activity that combines 
virtuous activities in an organized way of life. The complete virtue that we actualize in 
happiness is not simply a collection of goods; for the different goods are adjusted to one 
another. In speaking of complete virtue Aristotle emphasizes the organic character of 
happiness and of the virtuous activity that achieves it. His remark about complete virtue 
in the singular allows a pluralist conception of happiness.

Our further study of Book I, therefore, suggests that Aristotle neither asserts nor 
anticipates a non-comprehensive or monist conception of happiness. Moreover, it gives us 
strong reasons to attribute a comprehensive and pluralist conception to him. The 
discussion of completeness and self-sufficiency, and the account of the human function, 
exclude a monist view that confines happiness to the realization of the inherently rational 
part. A comprehensive conception explains Aristotle's argument at the points where a 
non-comprehensive conception could not explain it. If, then, we consider Book I without 
reference to the rest of the Ethics, we ought not to attribute a monist and intellectualist 
conception to Aristotle.
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But we have already rejected this approach to Book I. We should take account of what 
comes later to see whether we can resolve ambiguities in Book I. Conversely, remarks 
that seem unambiguous in the context of Book I may allow other possibilities of 
interpretation if we reflect on the whole treatise. We need to return to Book X, therefore, 
to see whether we were right to believe that it supports a monist conception. But before 
we turn back to Book X, we should consider Books II-IX, to see whether they tell us 
anything relevant to our questions about happiness. If it is legitimate to interpret one 
part of the Ethics in the light of another, we should attend to any evidence offered by 
these books. To answer this question completely, we would need to discuss the whole 
moral theory set out in the Ethics. Since we cannot do that, we can confine ourselves to 
some possibly significant passages.

18. Moral virtue and happiness
A bare list of some salient passages in Books II-IX might include these:

1. The function argument is relevant to the discussion of moral virtue (1106a15–24). 
Aristotle affirms that we realize the human function in prudence and moral virtue, 
not only in theoretical wisdom (1144a6–11). He confirms the claim in I 7 that 
happiness has to include the harmony of the non-rational but obedient part with the 
inherently rational part.
2. He relies on a holist conception of happiness when he speaks of general justice 
achieving ‘happiness and its parts’ for the political community (1129b17–19). This 
role for general justice fits the architectonic role that he ascribes to political science 
in I 2. Since the end of political science includes the ends of practical sciences, it is a 
whole that includes non-instrumental goods as its parts.
3. The deliberation of the prudent person supports a comprehensive conception of 
happiness. If we supposed that happiness is just one good, and that the good pursued 
by the moral virtues is a non-instrumental good external to happiness, we would not 
expect prudence to confine its deliberation to happiness. But it seems to confine its 
deliberation in exactly this way. According to Aristotle, prudent people do not confine 
themselves to specific non-ultimate goods, such as health or strength, but deliberate 
with reference to ‘living well as a whole’ (1140a25–8).
4. Aristotle reinforces this point in his description of practical reasoning. He says 
that it begins with ‘Since this is the end and the best’, which is apparent only to the 
good person (1144a29–36). He does not suggest that prudence confines itself to 
some restricted or second-best end that is the focus of the moral virtues. He claims 
that prudence deliberates in the light of a correct conception of happiness and that it 
correctly concludes that morally virtuous action is to be preferred.
5. He does not believe, however, that prudence takes the morally virtuous life to be 
the whole of happiness. The architectonic and superordinate roles of prudence do 
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not make prudence the best form of knowledge. The best form is theoretical wisdom, 
and prudence provides for the exercise of theoretical wisdom (1145a6–11).

6. In the defence of friendship Aristotle appeals both to the political nature 
of human beings (1169b16–19) and to the self-sufficiency of happiness (1170b17–19), 
arguing that without friendship our life will be lacking something. His use of this 
argument implies an expanded conception of self-sufficiency. At this important point 
in the argument, he shows that he still has in mind his initial discussion of happiness, 
and that he takes it to support the inclusion of friendship in the happy person's life.

Among these passages (2)-(5) raise a special question. For they are taken from the 
‘Common Books’ (V-VII) that were probably written as parts of the EE.  We might argue 
that, though these books maintain a pluralist conception of happiness, this is the 
conception accepted in the EE, not in the EN, and so they do not throw any light on 
Aristotle's views in the EN.

But even if we accepted this objection, we would not remove all the evidence for the 
continued acceptance of a pluralist conception; passages (1) and (6) come from 
undoubted books of the EN. But we ought not to accept the objection in any case. For 
even if the three Common Books were originally written for the EE, Aristotle may have 
decided to include them in the EN. If he was satisfied with these earlier books, he can 
hardly have supposed that they disagreed fundamentally with his current conception of 
happiness. If, then, the Common Books maintain a pluralist conception, and Aristotle put 
them in the EN, he probably accepted a pluralist conception when he put them there. If it 
was not Aristotle but an early editor who put these books in the EN, this editor probably 
saw no conflict between their pluralist conception of happiness and the rest of the EN. 
The editor may have been wrong, but his judgment should not be dismissed without 
consideration.

We have good reason to maintain, therefore, that EN II-IX both maintain a pluralist 
conception of happiness and recognize the supreme value of theoretical study. Book VI 
shows that Aristotle is not trying to describe a second-best life for someone who is 
incapable of theoretical study, and that he is not ignoring the superior goodness of 
theoretical study. Keeping its superior goodness in mind, he nonetheless asserts that the 
deliberation of the prudent person about ‘the best and the end’ will result in a decision to 
act virtuously for its own sake. If this deliberation results from reflexion on happiness, it 
requires us to pursue virtuous action as a part of happiness. Aristotle reminds us of his 
reason for this claim; it depends on the function argument, understood so as to require 
the life of moral virtue. This is how we understood the function argument in discussing I 
7.

19. Happiness and function in Book X
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Since we have reason to find a comprehensive pluralist conception in Books I-IX, and 
since Book X seems to refer back to Book I, we need to reconsider Book X. Three 
possibilities are open: (1) Book I and Book X are inconsistent. (2) Book X allows 
the pluralist conception we have favoured for Book I. (3) On further reflexion Book I turns 
out to allow the monist conception that we find in Book X. Our discussion of Book I should 
dispose us against the third option. If Book X clearly rules out a pluralist conception, the 
first option is preferable to the third, in the light of what we have said about the function 
argument.

It would not be difficult to reconcile Book X with Book I if Book X said no more than that 
theoretical study is the greatest single good. The difficulty arises from the passages that 
seem to identify happiness with theoretical study. What do they actually say or imply?

Book X does not directly answer the questions that the formal account in Book I has 
raised. Book I defines the human good as activity in accord with the best and most 
complete virtue. Book X, however, claims that since happiness is activity in accord with 
virtue, it is reasonable for it to be in accord with the supreme (kratistê) virtue, which will 
be the virtue of the best part (1177a12–14). We would have had a straight answer to the 
question raised by Book I if Aristotle had said, ‘Since happiness is activity in accord with 
the most complete virtue, and since the most complete virtue is the virtue of the best part 
of us, happiness is activity in accord with that virtue.’ This, however, is not what he says. 
We might think that the ‘supreme virtue’ (kratistê aretê) is the same as the best (aristê) 
virtue mentioned in Book I; but Book X does not mention the most complete virtue 
mentioned in Book I. And so it is not clear that theoretical study is intended to be activity 
in accord with the best and most complete virtue.

Book X becomes still more puzzling because it introduces completeness at a point where 
Book I did not introduce it. Instead of identifying theoretical study with happiness, 
Aristotle claims that it is teleion happiness (1177a17, b24).  The most plausible account 
of Book I requires us to render ‘teleion’ by ‘complete’ here. How should we understand 
complete happiness in the light of Book I? At first sight, the addition of ‘complete’ may 
seem superfluous, since happiness has been defined as being the most complete end. If 
Aristotle speaks of complete happiness, he seems to allow the possibility of incomplete 
happiness. If some form of happiness is incomplete, it is in some way a complete good 
(since happiness is complete), but is still incomplete in some other respect.

The comparisons between theoretical study and the activities of the moral virtues may be 
taken to explain the ways in which theoretical study is more complete than these other 
activities are. Theoretical study is (1) supreme, because it realizes the best element in us 
and because it has the best objects; (2) most continuous; (3) pleasantest, because it has 
the purest and most stable pleasures; (4) most self-sufficient, because it does not depend 
on other people as the moral virtues do; (5) pursued because of itself alone; (6) found in 
leisure rather than in the laborious activities of the moral virtues (1177a19-b26). The 
aims of theoretical study can be fulfilled with less co-operation from external conditions 
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than we require for the aims of the other virtues. In this respect, it is the virtuous activity 
that is the most complete in itself.

We might object, on behalf of the pluralist conception, that these desirable features of 
theoretical study do not make it identical to happiness. For happiness has to 
realize human nature and the human function, but theoretical study cannot do that. In 
reply Aristotle seems to say three different things: (1) At first he seems to dismiss any 
appeal to the human function, by arguing that we ought to realize the best part of 
ourselves, since that allows us to live a divine life as far as we can (1177b26–1178a2). (2) 
But then he tries to fit his claims with the function argument, by claiming that a person 
seems to be his intellect (nous), and hence he lives his own life by living the life that 
realizes his intellect (1178a2–4). (3) He reasserts this claim with a possible qualification, 
suggesting that intellect is ‘most of all’ (malista) the human being (1178a6–8).

This last remark may be Aristotle's considered view on the relation of theoretical study to 
the human function. He argues that theoretical study is the best realization of the human 
function, not that it completely realizes the human function. The passage in which he 
claims that a human being is intellect most of all seems to echo a passage in Book IX. In 
the earlier passage, he also claims that a human being is most of all his most controlling 
part, which is his intellect; that is why the continent person does what he himself wants, 
and that is why we do what we ourselves want insofar as we act voluntarily on our 
rational choices (1168b27–1169a3). Hence Book X seems to appeal to an earlier claim 
about a person and his intellect.

But the earlier claim raises a question about Book X. In Book IX, Aristotle argues for the 
identification of the intellect with the self by a comparison with the identification of a city 
with its ruling element. We may say that the state does what the governing element does 
insofar as the governing element has a representative role; it is entitled to act on behalf 
of the citizens insofar as it properly speaks for them. The intellect that has a similar 
controlling role in the person should also, therefore, have a representative role that 
entitles it to speak for the whole person. It is the best part insofar as it is best qualified to 
choose on behalf of the whole person. Book X repeats the claim that intellect is the 
controlling element (1178a3),  but Aristotle now emphasizes the superiority of its 
activity, not its representative character.

This comparison between Book IX and Book X might cast doubt on Aristotle's argument 
for the identification of happiness with theoretical study in Book X. For we might object 
that he overlooks the point that the function argument affirms, and that the passage in 
Book IX reaffirms, that the complete good is the good for human nature as a whole, 
embracing theoretical intellect, practical reason, and non-rational desires insofar as they 
are harmonized with practical reason. It would be strange, however, if Aristotle 
overlooked this point entirely; for he recalls the passage in Book IX that recognizes 
precisely the role of intellect that his argument in Book X seems to leave out.
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This apparently strange result might lead us in different directions: (1) We might revive 
the suggestion that Book X is independent of the rest of the Ethics, despite appearances. 
(2) We might reconsider our account of Book I. (3) We might decide that Aristotle has 
contradicted himself. (4) We might look for evidence to show that he has taken proper 
account of the function argument. Since the comparison between Book IX and Book X has 
made the first three options less attractive, we should ask whether the fourth is viable.

20. Pluralism in Book X?
After repeating his comparison between the relative independence of theoretical study 
from external conditions and the dependence of the other virtues on such conditions, 
Aristotle adds a new point. Though the externals that are needed for other virtues are 
even a hindrance to theoretical study, we need them none the less, insofar as we are 
human beings and live with others; for in living a human life (anthrôpeuesthai) we choose 
to do the actions that accord with virtue (1178b3–7).

We might understand this passage in two ways: (1) Since we are not pure intellects, but 
we have material bodies, we find human society useful to supply us with the resources we 
need to allow theoretical study; hence virtuous actions are useful to us. (2) Since we are 
not pure intellects, but human beings, our good consists partly in the possession and 
actualization of the social virtues.

The instrumental argument in (1) fits Aristotle's later remark that we need health, food, 
and other services because our nature is not self-sufficient for study (1178b33–5). But it 
does not do justice to ‘insofar as he [sc., the one engaged in theoretical study] is a human 
being’. Here Aristotle seems to introduce a remark about essence; in saying that a human 
being ‘lives with others’, he recalls his claim that a human being is essentially social. His 
next phrase supports this interpretation as well. In choosing ‘to do the actions that 
accord with virtue’ (ta kata tên aretên prattein) we do not simply choose to do virtuous 
actions; we also choose to do them in accord with virtue. Acting in accord with virtue is a 
mark of the virtuous person; when we act in accord with virtue, we act in accord with 
correct reason, and that is what the virtuous and prudent person does (1144a13–20). If 
Aristotle is speaking exactly in saying that we choose the actions in accord with virtue 
rather than simply saying that we choose virtuous actions, he implies that happiness 
includes morally virtuous action as a non-instrumental good, and hence as a part.

The question about happiness and external goods returns a little later, when Aristotle 
maintains that we do not need a high level of external goods. Does he mean that 
theoretical study needs only modest external resources? Or does he mean that we can 
also act virtuously with modest resources? He begins by referring only to the demands of 
theoretical study. But he continues by going further. He reminds us that even with 
moderate resources we can act ‘in accord with virtue’ and do ‘fine’ (kala) and 
‘decent’ (epieikê) actions. In his support he points to the actions of private citizens 
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without large resources (1179a5–9). He does not seem to refer to private citizens who 
have engaged exclusively in theoretical study; when he compares them with the actions 
of rich and powerful people, he is thinking of how they have manifested moral virtue.

To support his claim that we need only moderate resources, Aristotle appeals to the view 
of Solon that happy people who were moderately supplied with external goods did the 
finest actions, and lived their lives temperately (1179a9–13). Solon was not thinking of 
people who chose virtuous actions only because of instrumental calculation about what 
they needed for theoretical study; he was counting as happy those who had 
exercised the moral virtues. Aristotle introduces the virtues rather than simply virtuous 
action, by saying that such people had lived ‘temperately’. According to his normal use of 
adverbs referring to the virtues, these people had not simply done what a temperate 
person would do, but had done it in the right way, as a result of being temperate, and 
hence caring about temperate action for its own sake (1105a28-b9).

In these remarks on the moral virtues Aristotle has not even said (though no doubt he 
believes) that they are useful for supplying the external goods needed for theoretical 
study. He assumes that happy people will cultivate the moral virtues and act on them, and 
hence he implies that they will value the moral virtues non-instrumentally. Since their 
valuation is correct, moral virtues and virtuous actions are parts of happiness.

These passages do not suggest that morally virtuous action is part of happiness only for 
people who are incapable of theoretical study, or lack the leisure for it. Aristotle has said 
that the life according to the moral virtues is second best to the life of theoretical study 
(1178a9–10), because these virtues are human rather than divine. But he does not say 
that a life including both theoretical study and the moral virtues is only second best. We 
might think that he implies this, on the ground that the more inclusive life would waste 
time on second-best activities instead of concentrating, as it should, on the best activities 
as far as it can. But Aristotle does not endorse this conclusion. On the contrary, since the 
human good realizes human nature as a whole, it is better than a life that ignores the 
moral virtues, even though these virtues in themselves are inferior to theoretical wisdom.

Even if we have found evidence in Book X to support a pluralist conception of happiness, 
we may be unsatisfied. If this is Aristotle's view, why, we may ask, is it so difficult to find? 
Why does he lay such emphasis on the supreme value of theoretical study, and say so 
little about the fulfilment of other aspects of human nature? If he had clearly intended to 
state a pluralist view, could he not have stated it more clearly and unambiguously?

These are reasonable questions, but they should not be allowed to distract us from the 
cogent reasons for ascribing a pluralist conception to Aristotle throughout the Ethics. 
Aristotle's emphasis in Book X is intelligible if we suppose that he rejects an excessively 
moralistic conception of happiness. In the bulk of the Ethics he denies that the moral 
virtues are purely instrumental – either as supports for a social order that allows the 
secure pursuit of private pleasures or as supports for a purely intellectual life. At the end 
of the Ethics he corrects any impression he might have given that he simply identifies the 
human good with the practice of the moral virtues. Though he takes these virtues to be 
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important elements of the human good, he does not believe they should be the exclusive 
focus of our attention. We ought not to ignore or conceal his belief in the secondary status 
of the moral virtues. Nor, however, ought we to allow this belief to distort our 
interpretation of the Ethics as a whole.
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(1.) I will use ‘Ethics’ hereinafter for the Nicomachean Ethics (EN), since the problem I 
discuss arises primarily about this work. I will refer only occasionally to the two other 
ethical works in the Corpus, the Eudemian Ethics and the Magna Moralia. Though they 
have quite a bit to say on the components of happiness, the question of internal 
consistency is peculiar to the EN. I use the Oxford Classical Text of Bywater. He supports 
some of his textual decisions in Bywater (1892).

(2.) I will not pause to discuss the important questions about the relation between the 
human good and happiness. I will use ‘happiness’ to render ‘eudaimonia’ with the usual 
cautions directed at readers who interpret the English word (questionably) in a hedonist 
or subjectivist sense. See Irwin (2007) §13, 836.

(3.) I will speak rather loosely of the êthikai aretai as ‘moral virtues’, to suggest that they 
cover the area of morality. Even if this suggestion is mistaken, these virtues include social 
virtues, including justice and bravery, that involve one's relations to the needs and 
expectations of other individuals and of one's community.

(4.) The contours of recent discussion were partly formed by Austin (1979, but originally 
composed in the 1930s and 1940s), Hardie (1980, including a revision of an earlier 
essay), and Ackrill (1974), who gradually formulated a clear statement of the main 
questions. Ackrill's sketch of a comprehensive and pluralist interpretation of the Ethics
has attracted considerable support, but also considerable opposition; Kenny (1992) and 
Kraut (1989), among others, have offered powerful defences of a monist view. The most 
recent full defence of a monist view is Lear (2004). I will not try to discuss the 
contributions to this discussion point by point, or even to list them all. Some of them are 
cited in the bibliography to Lear (2004).

(5.) See, esp., Kenny (1978).

(6.) See §9 below.

(7.) Some manuscripts have either arkion (‘sufficient’) kai haireton or haireton kai arkion
instead of haireton alone. Bywater presumably thinks the extra words are a gloss, but 
they may be worth considering.

(8.) The superlative of ‘haireton’, rendered ‘object of choice’ above.

(9.) This is settled by the feminine hairetôtatên, agreeing with eudaimonian.

(10.) For this sense of the phrase (i.e., ‘by itself’, ‘in isolation’) cf. PA 643a24–6. An 
alternative translation would be ‘would seem to be the only 〈activity?〉 liked because of 
itself’ (see, e.g., Ross, Rowe). This has the unwelcome result that Aristotle affirms that 
theoretical study is the only non-instrumental good, so that he affirms comprehensive 
monism, contrary to the rest of his argument.

(11.) This point turns on the interpretation of 1177b1. See the previous note.
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(12.) This question is discussed by Scott (1999) and Charles (1999).

(13.) The interpretation of teleios bios is discussed by Stewart (1892) (who refers to 
Rassow's view) and by Gauthier.

(14.) Kraut (1989) tries to explain this passage so as to allow a non-comprehensive 
conception.

(15.) All the manuscripts read praktikais in 1094b4. Bywater deletes it in the OCT and 
defends the deletion in (1892).

(16.) For discussion and some references, see Irwin (2007), §96.

(17.) Lear (2004) argues that these two types of means do not exhaust the relevant uses 
of ‘for the sake of’ in the Ethics. She points out correctly that we might choose x for the 
sake of y in cases where we know we cannot get y, but x is the closest we can come to y. 
In such cases y guides and explains our choice of x even though x is neither a means to 
nor a part of y. This use of ‘for the sake of’ is certainly relevant to the Ethics; it explains, 
for instance, how we can still act for the sake of happiness even if external circumstances 
rule out our achieving happiness (if, for instance, we suffer some of the ill fortune 
mentioned in I 9–11, or if we have to face death as the only alternative to cowardly 
action). In Lear's view, we choose virtuous action because it is the closest we can come to 
theoretical study, and in this respect we choose it for the sake of happiness. This may be 
explained as a constitutive use of ‘for the sake of’ (virtuous action constitutes what I can 
do to achieve happiness, in cases where I cannot achieve happiness itself). It is difficult to 
see, on this account, why we should pursue morally virtuous activity for the sake of 
happiness, in circumstances where it is open to us to pursue theoretical study.

(18.) The interpretation of 1177b1 (see note 10 above) is relevant again here.

(19.) The comprehensive interpretation is clearly set out by Stewart (1892) ad loc., who 
refers to ancient commentators who favour the comprehensive and the non-
comprehensive interpretation.

(20.) It is difficult to explain MM 1194a15–38 unless we take it to accept a comprehensive 
interpretation of the counting condition. But it does not follow that we should take the 
same view of the EN.

(21.) I say this on the assumption that Aristotle does not use ‘blessedness’ (makariotês) to 
indicate a greater good than happiness. On this question see Irwin (1985); Broadie and 
Rowe (2002), ad 1101a16–21; White (1992), 100.

(22.) On the function argument: Whiting (1988); Irwin (2007), §74.

(23.) Rassow (1874), 72–3, Stewart (1892), and Gauthier (1970), believe that the clause in 
1098a3-4 is spurious.
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(24.) See Aspasius ad loc. Rassow objects that the clause is ‘entirely incomprehensible’ to 
a reader who has not yet read I 13. He is right to say that Aristotle relies on some 
understanding of his views about parts of the soul. But he equally relies on some 
understanding of these views in 1097b33–1098a3.

(25.) Rassow admits that kai in 1098a5 refers to the suspected clause, and so he argues 
that kai is also spurious, an insertion designed to take account of the previous insertion of 
the suspected clause.

(25.) As in I 7, this is best translated by ‘complete’.

(26.) Bywater (1892) 23–4, brackets 1098a12–16 as a duplicate passage that interrupts 
Aristotle's argument. Gauthier agrees.

(27.) On this type of deliberation, see Broadie (1991), 198–202; Kraut (1993).

(28.) See §2 above.

(29.) The translation of teleion by ‘complete’ in this context is supported by the reference 
to a teleion length of life in 1177b
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